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Swami:  Good afternoon guys.  Everybody had your lunch?  What is 
yesterday the points the discussion, Paul? 
 
Paul:  We talked about the power spots in India, the importance in 
our sadhana, the vibrations that they give, the special vibrations that 
are here in Penukonda and how they link Shirdi and Tirupati.  We 
talked that India is the place of high spiritual vibrations that supports 
many saint’s processes to get enlightenment, to get success.  And part 
of the process and importance of understanding these particular 
power spots, is that they are to support our process, Penukonda being 
one of them. Like the saints, we’re here doing spiritual practices, 
many the same like Jesus and Baba. Some of the processes and 
meditations that Swami had introduced starting with the Five 
Elements going on to Inner Elements, Paramashiva Yoga to 
understanding the blocks, the illusions all the way up to Jiva Vidya, 
that they’re all linked.  And that’s part of Swami’s great gifts – this 
land, the power spots, the teachings support each other so this can go 
into the world. 
 
Swami:  Good.  Ramakrishna, I have a question for you. Can you 
stand up?  The whole my teachings where you really missed the link - 
doesn’t make any sense to you. The menses women can come in.  
Now I’m making the Links.  It’s super important.  First what I talked, 
and where I ended, and certain different various subjects I 
discussioned.  And the subjects, of course there’s a lot of confusions 
there, even to me, “Ok I talked here, then I talked there, then I talked 
somewhere else.”  But some people they cannot understand.  First 
you have to understand the links.  Once if you know the chain links 
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then you really can go. It will become super easy to you guys, 
otherwise it’s pretty big obstacle, like walls.  
 
Ramakrishna:  So, I have different points, different confusions but the 
points are similar.   
 
Swami:  No problem, we can go on until 5:30, 6 p.m.  We have lot of 
time. 
 
Ramakrishna:  So my first confusion is regarding the Five Elements 
and the soul.  Is the soul made of the five elements?  And the illusions 
the soul sucks, how are they related to the five elements?  How are 
they related to the Heart Chakra and the Illusion Circles that we 
create? 
 
Swami:  What do you mean perfect abbreviation of the soul?  What is 
the perfect abbreviation of the soul?  What is the meaning of the soul?  
Everybody talks soul, soul, soul, soul… what does it mean by soul?  
It’s a question? 
 
Ramakrishna:  I think the soul is the inner energy of the creation, the 
inner, inside energy in the creation, the underneath energy. 
 
Swami:  I’ll give you little bit side-track clue here.  Whenever I want 
to start something, the most important channels, you’ll see the earth 
vibrations disturbs - thousands of people getting dying.  Do you 
notice that?  Which time you noticed?   
 
Ramakrishna:  This time I noticed two, three days ago. 
 
Swami:  No, no, how many times you’ve seen it? 
 
Ramakrishna:  Oh, I’ve seen it… I can recall three times but I think it’s 
more. 
 
Swami: This is the fifth time. Almost a few year’s back in the 
southeast, I want to start. There’s a lot of disturbance came and few 
since ten, fifteen days, your Swami’s energy kind of little vibrating it.  
The beginning days I told it, it was recorded, each stroke by next 
stroke – next stroke after will be little gentle, then next stroke high, 
then next gentle, then high. Every odd number it really takes off.  
Anybody heard that before from me?  Hello?  
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Students:  Yes.   
 
Swami:  What is that mechanism? 
 
Ramakrishna:  According to my understanding, that it’s part of the 
law of nature.  When you’re bringing high positivity into the nature, 
the balance will be there.  And when you’re trying to give some 
information on how the creation works… creation means Maha 
Maya. 
 
Swami:  So the Maha Maya, Ms. Illusion, illusion sucking to your 
soul, you said before. 
 
Ramakrishna:  Yes, that was my question. 
 
Swami:  Ok, what is meant here, “the soul?”  Which soul sucked that 
to disasters?  Who is the main responsible for it?  What is the ground 
of it?   
 
Ramakrishna:  The Earth. 
 
Swami:  Why?   
 
Ramakrishna: Why the Earth sucks those disasters? Because it’s 
reacting, it’s giving a balance, it’s reacting to what’s being created 
there - it’s a reaction to the nature.   
 
Swami:  So your soul answer gives reaction? 
 
Ramakrishna:  Yes. 
 
Swami: You’re not perfectly giving the answer about the soul.  
Tobias, what is mean by soul?   Tatyana, you fighted with Tobias 
today? 
 
Tatyana:  Little bit, yea I think so. 
 
Swami:  Yesterday? 
 
Tatyana:  No. 
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Swami:  Today, big fight, light fight?  Why? 
 
Tatyana:  I think I tried to command on him. 
 
Swami:  You commanded?  Commanding does it work?   
 
Tatyana:  No. 
 
Swami:  Can I know the details what you commanded?  Everybody’s 
energy is so intense.  Relax. To clean the kitchen? 
 
Tatyana:  To clean the kitchen? No. Some things are needed to get 
done and I asked, “When are you going to do this?”  So I tried to 
command him and caused stress in him.  
 
Swami: You’re taking somebody’s angry and you’re throwing on 
him.  Hummmm, does it makes sense? 
 
Tatyana:  Yes, many times it makes sense. 
 
Swami:   You’re angry on somebody and you’re throwing on him? 
 
Tatyana:  It makes sense, many times. But today I don’t see that I was 
angry before on anybody, I don’t know. But I know this experience so 
I agree. 
 
Swami:  If you don’t know the meaning of the soul, it’s better I don’t 
talk any subject on the spirituality.  I explained it many times what is 
meant by soul.  Ok, let’s talk what is meant by Divine Soul. 
 
Ramakrishna:  Divine Soul means who connected to the divine, any 
soul that connected the divine.   
 
Swami:   Clint Thompson? 
 
Clint:  I think a Divine Soul is different than a normal soul.  It has to 
do with their relationship with the Mother energy and Father energy 
there. When they come into the creation and leave the creation, 
somehow it’s a reflection of a stronger more clarity relationship with 
the creators, Mother and Father. 
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Swami:  Fifty percent good.  Whenever you’re able to do the divine 
things to breaking the normal nature energy, to putting whatever you 
want to in your own style, it’s called, “You’re a Divine Soul.”   So now 
you can explain your abbreviation of a soul. 
 
Ramakrishna:  Part of the God’s energy in creation.   
 
Swami:  That’s simple answer.  No, I disagree. Who’s the God? If he’s 
really God in this planet, why the disasters happen?  Why innocent 
people are dying?  Where is this karma coming? What is the link?   
The kids are sleeping and all of sudden just they die - they’re 
completely innocent. It means God has no forgiving nature? He 
doesn’t have enough energy to protect?  I’m asking practically. Let’s 
talk practical things.  It means everybody has to go through whatever 
they have to go through?  Why to go through means, where it came 
from, what is the standard law? 
 
Ramakrishna: My understanding about that relationship is each 
person creates karma in their life and… 
 
Swami:  Where the karma begins?  Is anybody treating the Krishna is 
a honest guy? Krishna means they always use him in a kind of 
sarcastic way, “Oh, he’s a Krishna!”  You know what I’m saying?  Of 
course he’s carrying a lot of amazing things but, “Oh, he’s a 
Krishna…” Whenever the, sorry to say, in the river of the Jamuna, 
whenever all the ladies are taking bath, he’s stealing all their clothes 
and sitting on the top of tree playing his flute - they’re in the water.  
He’s torturing them like that. Is it true? Why he did that? I’m making, 
hope everybody is writing that, points by points, making different 
characteristics of the normal souls, divine souls, nature reactions, the 
innocents, the karma where it’s coming from. Then we’ll talk on the 
Elements. 
 
Ramakrishna: Yea, Krishna is the trickiest guy. He never comes 
straightly.  You can’t see where he’s… 
 
Swami:   Give me an example in Mahabharata.   
 
Ramakrishna:  Well there’s a lot of examples.   
 
Swami:  The God is fair to play the trickies?  I’m asking Nancy?  Is 
God fair to play the trickies? 
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Nancy:  My feelings that Krishna is throwing little lilas because he’s 
testing, and also blessings, and washing people’s karmas by doing 
that. 
 
Swami:  How it possible?   
 
Nancy:  I think if you engage in their soul, and their heart is open, 
and have faith on something then creation can… 
 
Swami:  Yes, Ramakrishna, an example. Whenever I divert to another 
person it means you have the breathing time to think. I’m not 
ignoring you.  I gave you Ramakrishna’ name.  Rama means he won’t 
believe even on his own wife but I don’t think he’s honest.  He’s not 
honest.  One part he’s honest, one part he’s not Krishna, no comment.  
So both is Ramakrishna is there. 
 
Ramakrishna: There’s a good example where’s he’s not fair.  
According to the rules of battle, how they’re suppose to fight?  He 
broke those rules many times in Mahabharata.  One time was when 
one of the strongest leaders of the enemy is Karna.  His wheel got 
stuck in the earth and he can’t move, he can’t fight and at the time, 
according to the code of war that they followed, you can’t attack 
somebody when they’re not able to fight back. But the Krishna 
immediately told Arjuna to kill him because he was vulnerable and 
now it was the only time he could kill him, because the other guy was 
too strong.  Another example was with Bhima and Duryodana when 
they’re fighting with the mace.  Again Krishna tells Bhima to break 
his thighs, and in the way they fight with maces you don’t hit below 
the waist, it’s not fair, but Bhima couldn’t beat him and that was the 
only way. 
 
Swami:   It means? 
 
Ramakrishna:  It means he found the way to give the justice, give the 
fair judgment. 
 
Swami:   Why he does that? 
 
Ramakrishna:  Because he’s fair.   
 
Swami:  Whoever is with him, entire their life they’re happy?   
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Ramakrishna:  No. 
 
Swami:  Why? 
 
Ramakrishna:  The short answer is because he washed their karmas 
out - gave them Jivan Mukti.  The karmas they’re carrying they had to 
suffer.  He made it for one lifetime to pay everything. 
 
Swami:  Why can’t he wash them like that if he’s really God? 
 
Ramakrishna:  Well, aren’t they God also? 
 
Swami:  Does it make sense? If he’s really God, if he’s really creator, 
why can’t he wash like that, Tatyana commander? 
 
Tatyana:  Well you have to go through whatever you created. You 
have to experience the results of your actions. You have to go 
through, you have to suffer the same.   
 
Swami:  You can experience within twenty-four hours to forty-eight 
hours, that’s maximum enough.  It doesn’t have to be years suffering, 
starving, hiding.  You know what I’m saying? Bhima is really big 
eater.  In the forest he doesn’t have the food.  He’s a king, just simply 
following dharma.  Each Yuga, dharma keeps changing it… each 
Yuga dharma keeps changing it.  I can say soul means illusion, 
illusion means soul - that’s straight abbreviation.  Does it make sense?  
Now we’ll talk on why I gave that abbreviation.  Are you real or are 
you illusion?   
 
Ramakrishna:  I really don’t know.  I feel like I’m real.   
 
Swami:  You feel like a real?   
 
Ramakrishna:  It seems like real. 
 
Swami:  I didn’t see you as a real.   
 
Ramakrishna:  I understand that.  Sometimes that’s also there like a 
confusion, then I also don’t seem real. 
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Swami: If you’re real…why you get bothered by all the things?  Do 
you know what I’m saying? Ninety percent the illusion is in you - 
your soul is clearly illusion. God is also illusion master. To 
understand his characterism is illusion, once if you understand then 
you become the divine soul, then you’ll break certain things. Still 
there’s no guarantee - you have to face the consequence of the illusion 
whatever they want to play on you, like the Jesus, what he been 
through. Are you catching my point? Who’s translating for the 
Germans later? 
 
Lothar:  Myself, and Alana together.  
 
Swami:  It’s an important subject.  Even you think, ok whole body is 
covered with five elements - you’re breathing air, breathing out, fine, 
ok, wonderful. You’re drinking the water, the heat is there you’re 
under the cosmic, your body and bones made with flesh, kind of 
earth. Ok, everything you might think is linked with five elements 
whole your life, but still certain unexpected things making you 
bothered, un-expecting things making you open amazing things, then 
you don’t care about anything else except certain great reality that 
you believe as a great reality. That reality is also a part of great 
illusion for example, do you believe the Rama, that whole story 
happened?  Hello?  Ramakrishna? 
 
Ramakrishna: Yes.  I didn’t at first but now I do.  It’s strange, I believe 
all the Indian mythology, I really do believe it.   
 
Swami: Do you believe Krishna, the whole battle happened, 
everything like that? 
 
Ramakrishna:  Yea, I do.  Some of his early stories is hard to believe, I 
can’t believe but the battle and the things like that, I do believe. 
 
Swami:  Ok, just forget about me and my knowledge, do you believe 
Jesus Christ came and he did this and that?   
 
Ramakrishna:  Yes. 
 
Swami:   Do you have any proofs? 
 
Ramakrishna:  No. 
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Swami:  Did you see the Jesus Christ?  
 
Ramakrishna:   No. 
 
Swami:   How come you can believe it?   Any cassettes?   Any photos?   
 
Ramakrishna:  Photos I’ve seen, but not him. 
 
Swami:  Who said those real photos?   
 
Ramakrishna:  Right, can’t believe it, no, I can’t believe it one hundred 
percent. 
 
Swami:  Maybe somebody made up, the beautiful churches, and they 
created it.  Even Shirdi Sai Baba… ok, at least we have one or two 
pictures of him.  Do you believe he was born and this and that?  Do 
you believe his characterism like interesting way? 
 
Ramakrishna: Yea, I believe it but I can’t believe one hundred percent, 
no, but I do strongly believe it but I can’t say I believe it one hundred 
percent. 
 
Swami:  Whatever you cannot believe it, that is you, that is your soul.  
Whatever you can make it believe yourself through experiences, 
through knowing the channels, then you’ll become the Divine Soul.  
After three, four hundred years later, if the cassettes and everything is 
gone, me talked certain things they won’t believe it - after 2,000 years 
later, ok.  Do you know what I’m saying?  Does it make sense?  Ok, 
give me your suspicious points and the link, again coming to the 
beginning point. Where it doesn’t make any sense to you, where links 
not strong enough? 
 
Ramakrishna:  Well I have a confusion about the Sri Chakra coming 
from the sun energy.  It’s like a chicken with the egg.  It’s the creation, 
but the sun’s part of the creation, but the energy came from the sun 
and Maha Maya is a small part of the creation? She came from 
something else?  I don’t understand that.   
 
Swami:  Sri? 
 
Ramakrishna:  Sri Chakra. 
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Swami:  What does it mean Sri? 
 
Ramakrishna:  Sri means Maha Lakshmi, Goddess Devi.   
 
Swami:  Woman, ok. 
 
Ramakrishna:  Chakra means wheel. 
 
Swami:  Her energy cycle, ah-huh.  So? 
 
Ramakrishna:  So everything, the entire creation is in the Sri Chakra? 
 
Swami:  Without woman there’s any creation here in the planet? 
That’s simple.  Without sun energy nothing here? 
 
Ramakrishna:  No. 
 
Swami: The females can get the top success then the male - one 
hundred times very easily and quickly.  If the woman can wash some 
of their crazy blocks then they’re really can do the wonders as fast as 
they can, especially the coming days… we’re all almost in the depth 
of the river. If they really understood the channels they’ll win it.  
Until to now, the experiences in the Shiva Sai Mandir, Shirdi Sai 
Temple, one is to three - three women got success only one male 
person got success, it’s like that.  Does it make sense?  So what is next 
your question? 
 
Ramakrishna: When you talk about the Sri Chakra, you also talked 
about the illusion circles there and how they get into the Sri Chakra 
and that was related to the illusion circles, the gunas, and you told 
about Nada Bindu, the silence, finding the Nada Bindu in the deep 
silence… but I think you’re talking about something different when 
you’re saying getting into the Sri Chakra, getting in that energy 
through the… I think you said through the illusion circles.   
 
Swami:  No, no I missed the point. 
 
Ramakrishna:  I’m just going through system-by-system and one of 
my confusions I never understood about the Sri Chakra, how to 
really… you told about he third-eye making the visions and find the 
Nada Bindu.   
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Swami:  I talked Nada Bindu is in the navel point and the Brahma 
consciousness I linked with that. Why you’re making the third-eye 
point?  Did I talk that way?  Hello?   
 
Myuri:  No. 
 
Ramakrishna:  Making the yantra in your third-eye. 
 
Swami:  You’re personal yantra. 
 
Ramakrishna:  Ok, you also told us to make the Sri Chakra in our 
third-eye, to draw it in our third-eye, to get that energy in our soul, to 
suck that energy. 
 
Swami:  If you can’t draw your personal yantra how come you can 
draw the Sri Chakra?   Ok… 
 
Ramakrishna: But you talked about the illusion circles again there.  
You didn’t talk about it but you mentioned it.  The illusion circles are 
there and how to get into the Sri Chakra through the illusion circles, 
but my desire of this is to get into the Sri Chakra energy. How to 
enter that and how that links to… 
 
Swami: If you don’t know the woman’s heart, you can’t win the Sri 
Chakra – anybody - it’s a golden statement.  Understand Tobias?   
 
Tobias:  Yes, Swami. 
 
Swami:  You know the tiger? 
 
Tobias:  Yes.   
 
Swami:  What is mean by tiger? 
 
Tobias:  It’s a wild animal.   
 
Swami:  Wild animal. What it eats? 
 
Tobias:  Blood. 
 
Swami:  Blood.  Thank you.  If you don’t know the woman’s heart, if 
you first want to win the Mother Divine, it’s pretty big challenging to 
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knowing of the woman characterism.  Either you understood or not, 
at least you should not play the karmas.  Many people why they got 
stuck for example, Vishvamitra Maharshi, why he completely 
wounded all his energy?  Why? 
 
Ramakrishna:  Kama. 
 
Swami:  With whom? Tiger, I’m serious.  If he really wants to give it, 
he can give it.  That’s coming in the Bhairavi Yogas, next my coming 
chapter.  So, Sri Chakra never underestimate, don’t take it negative 
way.  Even a kid, a girl is a woman - you need to understand the 
mechanism of the graphs.  I think only women can understand this 
point.  Hello?   
 
Students:  Yes.   
 
Swami:  No one’s not saying yes, Diana? 
 
Diana F.:  Yes Swami? 
 
Swami:  You got confused here? 
 
Diana F.:  No Swami. 
 
Swami:  You understand? 
 
Diana F.:  I think I understand. 
 
Swami: What you understand? If the male character is carrying 
unhappiness twenty-five percent, the female character carries 
seventy-five percent - they holds lot of things. Maybe everybody 
thinks, “Swami, how you know it?”  Of course I know it, I’ll tell some 
examples too.  Can you convince me Diana?  No, let’s talk about 
normal practical life then we’ll talk about what you cannot see, the 
God.  Then we’ll talk about Him, the Almighty and whatever else. 
 
Diana F.:  Well, a woman is naturally the caretaker, she takes care 
naturally; she takes care of her children, she takes care of her family, 
she takes care of nature around her, it comes natural. It’s in the 
natural order of things to take care.  So, if someone’s suffering, if her 
child is suffering, if her husband is suffering, if her friend is suffering 
it’s her nature to take it on, to help and to heal, and to love.   
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Swami:  Good.  So…ok, you’re talking, that’s brief, give me your 
personal examples, one or two. 
 
Diana F.:  Well whenever my children are hurting… 
 
Swami:  Hurting you or you’re hurting them, or themselves getting 
hurting? 
 
Diana F.:  No, something in their life is hurting them and my first 
reaction is to help them, try to comfort them, try to understand them 
or maybe try to help change the situation, same with my friends and 
same with my husband.   
 
Swami:  You ever got heartbroken? 
 
Diana F.:  Yes. 
 
Swami:  How much time it takes to you to get healed? 
 
Diana F.:  Well, in my earlier days it took a long time, many years. 
 
Swami:  How many?  I’m sorry, don’t take personally. If anybody 
have any questions on me I’m happy to talk.   
 
Diana F.:  Maybe ten years.    
 
Swami:  Ten years, that’s long time.   You want to sit Ramakrishna?  
 
Ramakrishna:  No, I’m happy to stand.   
 
Swami:  Good. Today he’s my soup. Victoria made a soup, but 
unfortunately I’m a little running.  Ok, without winning the woman’s 
heart, or to making the woman, whatever she feels, happy, to keep it 
happy, either that or this or unnecessarily making the woman getting 
the tears, it’s really big torturing in the spiritual practices that’s 
making the flat tires.  I’m not giving the scaring.  If you see anybody’s 
history, majority their failure supernatural powerful beings, their 
linked with the same story what I talked, period, crashed!  If you’re a 
normal soul… of course everybody’s meditating, meditating since 
many years, kind of everybody’s like rishis. You have no idea how 
much you’ll get the flat tire and you’ll lose the energy if the woman 
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got certain hurt by you unless if you really know how to take care.  So 
it means, Sri Chakra means, it’s the main link with the woman’s heart.  
They can get like that easily from their Sandhana Chakra.  Sandhana 
means the creation point, how we call the first chakra?  God gave to 
them one more special gift, but we don’t… what is your next 
confusion? 
 
Ramakrishna: Outside of the healing systems, I have a personal 
question how come… I’m not buttering, how come it seems like some 
souls, we can interact with your soul, we can see your personality and 
Baba, we can understand the stories… how come some souls have 
that sharpness to know what’s really going on there?  Is that some 
boon they got?  How did they develop that?  Where does that come 
from?   
 
Swami:  I didn’t understand?  What did he say Myuri? 
 
Myuri:  I’m not sure I understand either. 
 
Swami:  Thanks but you’re writing it.   
 
Myuri:  I think he means you have a special capability… 
 
Swami:  He’s not mentioning me. 
 
Ramakrishna:  Any soul. 
 
Swami:  What’s the point?  Super sharp on what?   
 
Ramakrishna: On recognizing how to take the juice out, to take 
advantage of the opportunity, not in a bad way, taking advantage… I 
could say to utilize.  I am the only person who has that question?  I 
hope I’m speaking for the group.  It seems like a… what is that, how 
does that develop, what is that? 
 
Swami:  It’s austerities power.   
 
Ramakrishna:  That clarity comes just with meditation?  Once if you 
see any guy, just, “Ah-huh,” you can tell exactly.   
 
Swami:  Ok, I have some questions to making the links.  Pretty good 
you’re doing it but… We talked on the Elements isn’t it, then Inner 
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Elements?  What happens after you got purified?  Then later on we 
jumped to Paramashiva Yoga - why we need to go to Paramashiva 
Yoga? 
 
Ramakrishna: What happens? We start purifying the negativity to 
coming out? 
 
Swami:  No, charging it. Purifying means charging and making it to 
balance stage.  
 
Ramakrishna:  You’re talking about the Inner Elements now? 
 
Swami:  Both. 
 
Ramakrishna:  Because, I don’t know what the Inner Elements are. 
 
Swami:  Thanks.  You went all the way to the Sri Chakra and coming 
back to Inner Elements? 
 
Ramakrishna:  I’m stating the systems what we talked on. 
 
Swami:  Ok. 
 
Ramakrishna:  I really don’t have… I think last night I said that we 
really don’t have, I don’t have a lot of information what the Inner 
Elements means, how it affects outer Elements.  Is it an energy?  Is it 
matter? 
 
Swami:  If any person, for example, if I want to demonstrate, any 
siddha want to play the miracle, he has to take one element.  Without 
taking element there’s no way he can demonstrate miracle. You know 
what I’m saying?   
 
Ramakrishna:  So the Inner Elements means, that energy that you can 
control an Element?   
 
Swami:  Yes.    
 
Ramakrishna: The working energy of that element, how to handle 
that element?  So when we’re purifying what’s happening?  That’s 
what you’re asking?  Why we jump to Paramashiva Yoga?   
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Swami:  Yes.  If Paramashiva Yoga real or clear, and again we jump to 
the Concord, majority of people did it.  Why the results didn’t come 
that strongly?  Pretty good the results came.  Many, many people 
connected Mother Divine, one step their higher level to making the 
demonstrate the miracles, but I can’t talk some people’s lives what 
they did it, like a four Japanese like Murai and Kotaro, Jonathan and 
Diana F., some characters just they did it. It means without their 
noticing it, I’m blocking that energy there, one element energy. Why 
we need to jump to Paramashiva Yoga energy there, and Concord 
energy there?  It’s a big question mark then it makes a link to you.   
 
Ramakrishna: My understanding of Paramashiva Yoga is that it’s 
different stages of the purifying, that any spiritual, any person doing 
sadhana, they will go through those stages of understanding illusion 
and the first five would be the five elements and the next stages is the 
kama, and then half of that has to do with… not sure if it’s soul 
travelling or getting the soul out of the body I think. 
 
Swami:  What?  It means to die? 
 
Ramakrishna: No, no, it means understanding the soul mechanism, 
what is the soul.  I don’t have any more understanding then that. It 
has to do with the soul.  
 
Swami:  Clint. 
 
Clint:  Well, Paramashiva Yoga is stepwise series of purifications and 
charging of the soul through experiencing different aspects of Her 
creation, through the five elements, while the soul is in the five 
elements. 
 
Swami: Paramashiva Yoga, it means almost all the five elements is 
there.  You already purified five elements.  Without purifying you 
can’t jump to Paramashiva Yoga, or the master’s sankalpam, “Ok.”  
You know what I’m saying?  For example, thousands of hours I slept 
my fire pit, the dhuni, and thousands of hours I sat looking at the fire. 
Whenever I close, taking the fire element and sending it to your soul 
to wash out certain illusions to getting out.  It means I purified it.  
Without purification, ok, still you jump in the Paramashiva Yoga but 
what it really does there? What the Shiva character does in you?  
What the five elements does in you or the Shiva what he does in you?  
What really brings in you?  That’s my question. 
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Ramakrishna: The energy we charged during Paramashiva Yoga is 
the Shiva and it means taking that magnetism to your soul to pull 
Mother Divine with. It means charging that energy, that magnetic, 
that quality, making your soul as a magnet to pull, to attract Mother 
Divine around you.  At the same time it protects you, stabilizes it and 
balances it, keeps your elements in balance and decharges your 
illusions, your blocks, so you can be protected from the nature, from 
the reactions in the nature.   
 
Swami:  It means the nature won’t touch you? 
 
Ramakrishna:  That’s right.  It looks like it does but it can’t, it doesn’t, 
it’s a bullet proof. 
 
Swami:  It is? 
 
Ramakrishna:   A bullet proof. 
 
Swami:  Is it true Myuri? 
 
Myuri:  Well, the master’s sankalpam there too…  
 
Swami:  No, whatever the, I taught Paramashiva Yoga, is it true?  
Talk only on the subject.   
 
Myuri:  Shiva is a bullet proof to Mother’s illusions. 
 
Swami:  Is it true Kenjabi?  Jonathan?  Jerek?  Luzia?   
 
Luzia:  I think it’s detached from, it can’t hit that much, it protects but 
more through detachment.   
 
Swami:  Detachment with what? 
 
Luzia:  It can still hit, but you’re not so attached to what will happen.  
You’re not handling it, handling the illusions, just you run away from 
the illusions - you’re detached from the illusions. 
 
Swami:  It’s a super, super important point you need to understand.  
Once you understand this point, we can jump to the next level. 
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Gary:  It’s true Swami, it protects. 
 
Swami:  Protects from what? 
 
Gary:  Protects the soul from having more of Her illusions of Mother 
Divine. Part of Paramshiva Yoga, in my understanding, when we 
come in front of that kind of energy with that kind of protection… 
 
Swami:  Tatyana. 
 
Tatyana: Yes, Shiva is the only one who can break Mother Divine’s 
illusions.   
 
Swami:  Can you give example?  If he really can cut, why he’s always 
in the graveyard?  Then I’m going to Ghora and Aghora.  Oh, again 
it’s going super far away.  It’s ok.   
 
Tatyana:  He has huge fire in his eye.   
 
Swami:  She does too. 
 
Tatyana:  But he got the boon from Mother Divine.  She blessed him 
with her third-eye and whenever he wants to see through the illusion 
he can do that through the huge fire in his third-eye. 
 
Swami:  Only he has to use that for the disasters, not for creation.  
How can he protect?  He’ll also get disasters, kind of burning like big 
volcano.  Volcano can give the plant to bloom - you need the water, 
Paramshiva Yoga, Concord, Jiva Vidya, Five Elements – these four.  
Next Jesus Christ Channels – Done.  Everything is there.  In this, it’s 
like a big Sri Chakra, Inner Elements, small stuff will come – all the 
siddhis, everything and the Bhairavi Yogas, it will come.  And in the 
Jiva Vidyas a part of the Bhairavi Yogas is also there. I wasn’t 
convinced what it really brings in you, the Paramashiva Yoga.  I told 
it.  I taught it, you check the material.   
 
Ok, let me talk little bit indirect clues. One time we’re in Tirupati 
hotel and few guys, and I think we went to Kalahasti temple.  A guy 
is lifted to another guy, if he fell down how to carry him out?  And 
your Swami’s not eating, just taking a helicopter going to Sri Sailam 
doing Abhishek and get back here. You know what I’m saying?  
Going to Sri Sailam, do Abhishek to the Shiva lingam, and come back.  
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I can do the Abhishek in the ground floor whatever is here to the 
Shiva lingam. You know what I’m saying?  I can do Abhishek in 
Dwarkamai but I’m going to the Sri Sailam and I’m doing Abhishek 
there, and I’m coming back. Taking the helicopter, taking the 
government risk, this and that…it means, a part of, I’m using the 
Paramashiva Yoga.   
 
Ok, put it this way, many people we went to Badava Lingam.  I think 
that guy, Eric, he wrote a beautiful on that point.  You got ninety-nine 
marks isn’t it? He gave exact answer, it’s done - he knows certain 
points.  We went to Badava Lingam, we washed it…we didn’t do as a 
fun.  And I made somebody to climb up and I told to put the water, 
some special holy river water, brought it there put on him. After 
abhishek, taking the water to carrying it, and we took some clay mud 
out.  What I’m using the Paramashiva Yoga mechanism there?  Hello?   
Really straight answer Monika? 
 
Monika L.:  By using the water element on Shiva, we charged that 
water and that water can be used to… 
 
Swami:  What?  I charged the water? 
 
Monika L.:  No, the lingam.   
 
Swami:  Um-hum. 
 
Monika L.:  Charged the water with Shiva vibrations then those 
vibrations protect our soul from the illusions. 
 
Swami:  How, what?  What type of illusions?  Thirty-five thousand 
people died in the earthquake not to make disaster in you, not to get 
earthquake, heartbroken, any stuff.  How to protect your soul?  What 
is the mechanism we’re doing it? I explained in the Paramashiva 
Yoga, I’m confident.   
 
Ramakrishna:  The Earth Element. 
 
Swami:  Ok, what?   
 
Ramakrishna:  Sealing that energy, Earth Element energy, using the 
Shiva energy to protect Her illusions to getting to that unbalanced 
energy. You said that illusion’s hitting means, unbalanced energy, 
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means the earth element is strongest element in Paramashiva Yoga.  If 
earth element is unbalanced, your heart is closed, you can’t 
understand the master, you can’t win anything.   
 
Swami:  You’re very close - think deeply.  
 
Ramakrishna: We’re taking the earth element, you’re doing the 
Abhishek to the Shiva Lingam, taking the clay… 
 
Swami:  This whole Shiva lingam is only earth element? 
 
Ramakrishna: Adding Sky mantra that Shiva energy, giving the 
Water, Sky, Air is there and taking the Earth, sealing that, it’s making 
a connection with our soul and that Earth element…our soul 
connected to how it’s sealed there.   
 
Swami:  Ok, I’m giving strong clue.  In Paramashiva Yoga, did I ever 
talk about Atma Lingams?  Ok, talk now.  Have you really studied 
before, what I gave the talks Clint? 
 
Clint:  It seems to me the goal of Paramashiva Yoga is Virupaksha 
stage.  Virupaksha is the twenty-first stage of Paramashiva Yoga - aim 
of whole process. 
 
Swami:  Um-hum.  
 
Clint:  ...is twenty-first stage, no guarantee.  You said the master can’t 
even guarantee the last three stages.   
 
Swami: Um-hum.   
 
Clint:  It means there’s no protection until you win from Her, so I 
have to disagree that there is a protection until you won Paramashiva 
Yoga, one part.  And Virupaksha stage is a balance of male and 
female energy inside an individual divine soul.  Maybe that’s what 
makes a divine soul because the third-eye is Hers and Shiva has won 
her third-eye.  So, it’s a balance of the elements, but a more basic 
balance of the two basic aspects of God and that is the male and 
female aspects, Shiva and Shakti. 
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Swami:  Tell me in one sentence.  You always talked about shakti, 
shakti, shakti…  Anytime you observe his talk?  In one sentence there 
is a shakti word is there.  Sorry, I’m just teasing, of course it’s true.   
 
Clint:  The purpose of Paramashiva Yoga is to grow and balance the 
male and female energies. 
 
Swami:  If the female energy grows in you, you will act very funny.   
 
Clint:  Well it’s Her third-eye energy in you, so it’s not just… 
 
Swami:  Her third-eye energy? 
 
Clint:  Yes, it’s Her third-eye.  He said, “Give me your third eye.” 
 
Swami:  Hey, anybody got Paramshiva Yoga books here?   
 
Students:  No.  
 
Swami:  Ok, let me tell straightly.  Once if you win the Paramashiva 
Yoga you are eligible to grow the Atma Lingams in you, and I told it.  
Your body will act funny, little rashy, nausea, excess of heat.  It means 
Shiva will come and sit, his energy will come and sit in you. And he’s 
the person… first Atma Lingam he can create it in you through 
different channels.  That will come in the Jesus channels.  Then after 
you win the Jesus channel, just you can produce Atma Lingam.  
Without Paramashiva Yoga information you cannot do that. The Jesus 
channels… of course you have to suck lot of divine souls around you, 
in Paramashiva Yoga too. You know what I’m saying? In 
Paramashiva Yoga I mentioned it, some divine souls, the main basic is 
to sucking in front of you, same time to creating the Atma Lingam in 
you.  It will grow… the Shiva energy will grow in your soul.   
 
Again there’s a small danger.  If the shakti energy grows in you, then 
you really can’t handle both.  One part you’re right, but Shakti, he 
always keeps her the distance. You know what I’m saying? For 
example, we’re going from Shirdi to Hyderbad carrying the flames, 
from Hyderbad to Sri Sailam.  We stopped in the forest to sing a song 
and for restroom and just there’s thousands of the cobra holes, you 
know what I’m saying - thousands.  At the time there’s no chance we 
can escape it.  It is there, can attack once if anybody walking, it got the 
smell or got the noisy, to the skin it will get and just it will come and 
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attack on you. What we carried, the energy, it made the little distance, 
made to run away.  The illusion made it to run away.   
 
 Yes one part it’s the protection, main part to create the Shiva energy 
from your physical body to come out, protection one part, but major 
part, to get certain things out. Then second category, through the 
divine souls after you sucked it you can do the amazing things, 
miracles through the divine souls - by Paramashiva Yoga you can do 
the wonders.  That’s the next Benefit it will bring in you.   
 
I gave again the Concord means, part of guarantee you’ll win the 
process. Majority people, they did the mistake, then they got 
adjusted, then Jiva Vidya, finally they did, they made it.  After Jiva 
Vidya certain things they received it. Now they have to go to the 
Sapta Rishi channels, just I put it the Jesus Channels.  Can anybody 
give the beautiful name for that?   Jesus Channels is good?   
 
Student:  Sapta Rishi is good too.   
 
Swami:  Sapta Rishis’ good - not Jesus channels?  You understand the 
link Ramakrishna? 
 
Ramakrishna:  Yes.   
 
Swami:  Then in the channels we have to talk on the Sri Chakra, we 
have to talk on the Kama Chakra, and we have to talk on the Nada 
Bindu, we have to talk on the third-eye, we have to talk on your 
personal mantra. I have to give the list of personal mantras and which 
mantra what’s it related to and what type of things they can do it very 
quickly.  So you have to silently listen it, lot of personal mantras.  So 
what title to go – Sapta Rishi?  Tatyana? 
 
Tatyana:  I like both, but I prefer Sapta Rishi.   
 
Swami: Now I can understand why you have the fighting with 
Tobias, you like both, but you like one.  Sorry.  You got my number?   
 
Tobias:  It’s coming.   
 
Swami: You promised the end of this year? 
 
Tobias:  I will keep my promise.   
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Swami:  You’ll introduce isn’t it?   
 
Tobias:  Yes.   
 
Swami:  Wow that’s surprise.  Brett what is your opinion?  Brett?  
 
Brett:  Jesus Channels.   
 
Swami:  It’s going in the world, for thousands of years it stays there.  
You know what I’m saying Gary?  
 
Gary:  Jesus Channels Swami.   
 
Swami: How many people agree the Jesus Channels?  Monika not 
agree?  Tobias not agree?  Ok, I’m taking the Jesus Channels.  Ok, you 
can have it.  How many years back I talked on the Jesus Channels?   
 
Philip:  Beginning of 1999.   
 
Swami:  You sure? 
 
Philip:  You started talking about it in 1998, but the tapes were made 
in 1999.   
 
Swami:  Almost six years back.  I really want to give that information 
then I saw some obstacles, problems that can come up on the days.  
Just imagine five years back how the ashram looked?  One toilet and 
just my backside rooms here and I use to sleep outside and Philip 
grabbed my room and he had the incredible luggage, packing up the 
luggages.  Sorry, it’s a kind of light green bags.  Still I remember it.  
And a big cabinet sitting there like one and a half, two years… At the 
time how many people, Anya, use to stay here? 
 
Anya:  Fifteen, twenty people, not sure.   
 
Swami:  They come as a dump, like huge crowd.  I had like one toilet 
or two?   
 
Philip:  You had the ones that are out at the apartments and we could 
take a cold shower at the water tap there. There were two toilets there 
and then one backside next to your room which sometimes didn’t 
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work, most of times didn’t work.  And there was no power except 
two or three hours a day and telephone – forget about telephone.   
 
Swami:  There is no phone service.  Just five years back there is no 
phone and the power is very little bit - comes and goes and terrible 
bushes, whatever you see from your apartments. Anybody have 
pictures from that time?  Everybody seen it?  At least now everybody 
make the photographs because after ten, fifteen years later you can’t 
even imagine, “Oh.”   
 
Philip:  Of those tapes I gave you, there’s a twenty-minute video of 
what it looked like then.  
 
Swami:  Did you give a talk about Tirupati?   
 
Philip:  Yes, Swami.   
 
Swami:  But you didn’t give a talk on the Lake?   
 
Philip:  No.   
 
Swami:   Such a great master.  There’s a… from here to all the edge of 
the wall of that big land, there’s a, what we call it?  With a stone steps 
and I’m putting towards the north and little fly over and hitting to 
your building. The next coming building, all the way northeast, all 
the middle walls are going out and these walls are going out and next 
wall behind it, tearing out.  The backside wall will stay.  Keep those, 
of course Nagareddy, the chairman, he’s under shaky…after my 
birthday, really want to start - he didn’t get the permission yet.  
Himself, he’s playing the games, he’s creating the problems to me, 
“Don’t do this, don’t do that,” wasting unnecessarily. So five, six 
years back I talked on the Jesus Channels.  I talked about eighteen 
channels?   
 
Philip:  You talked on twenty channels, sixteen…you talked on 
twenty channels but after that you put some together. 
 
Swami:  Sub-branches.  First of all I don’t know the new students 
how they can really catch the information - that’s my number one 
worry.  And I really want to spend some time with new students.  
Paul, try to take care of the new students.  Put them in Jesus Temple, 
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nighttime little bit, meditate there, or sleep there. Are you 
comfortable guys, new students?  Hello?   
 
Students: Yes.   
 
Swami:  Good.  So, before starting the Jesus Christ, I really want to 
know strongly, I don’t want to put again this. How many people will 
really strongly believe that Jesus Christ did the Jesus Channels?  Ok, 
good.  Clint I have a question to you?  What made you to believe? 
Forget about Swami Kaleshwara. What made you to believe Jesus 
Christ came to India and… his crucifixion I call, is a kind of 
Khandana Yoga. Whole his crucifixion I call as a kind of Khandana 
Yoga.  Can you give any some little summary about what is your 
belief system on Jesus Christ?  What is right now in the world on the 
Jesus Christ, the belief system?  What is the minus marks?  What is 
the plus marks?  What will bring the fear in the world with this 
information?  I want to hear from you please. 
 
Clint:  My belief system about Jesus Christ.  That soul came to India at 
a young age as we have come, and had many experiences, went 
through a lot of hardships, and had a lot of different teachers, and 
went through the ups and downs what we’ve gone through, and 
more, a lot more.  But he’s a very super special soul with unbelievable 
commitment to knowing the truth. Nothing else mattered except for 
that.  And that gave that soul a special dareness, and a special ability 
to control and to focus on the truth, and he did find the truth in India.  
The truth found him. The truth brought him here and I don’t know 
his master’s name or many teachers, but he came and he learned and 
studied knowledge, much older than his body, on this planet.  He 
studied that in India.   
 
His dharma was to affect the whole planet, and his dharma had to do 
with the entire planet, the whole creation, and for that reason, didn’t 
stay as an unknown Sapta Rishi on the planet. I don’t know how 
many have been, how many souls have done these channels, but 
Jesus took that knowledge and all the… he understood and went back 
to the dark place, the West, where there weren’t the masters the way 
they are here. And he went with a very specific purpose.  He returned 
to his birthplace.  He was born there for a reason, so he could return 
there.  And he did return and the entire passion play of his life when 
he returned to the Middle East, one part was huge lila and illusion, 
but even deep part it was a… and everything was for a reason.  And 
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that his life played out the way it had to.  He suffered and paid more 
than any soul has paid in a human body. He understood the Datta 
mechanism and the relationship with Datta and the Mother with 
greater clarity than any other soul had ever on this planet in the body.  
And since that time he’s been working. He’s connected in a way like 
he came part of this creation.  He didn’t go away when we think he 
went away in the crucifixion. That was maybe, in a way, the 
beginning of his real work.  So there’s only ‘true knowledge’ and 
Jesus is the most famous and the most expert practitioner of that 
knowledge that we know of. 
 
Swami:  How much you believe his miraculous energy? 
 
Clint:  As much as I can believe anything without seeing it in this life 
with my own two eyes, but as much as I believe, as much as I can.  I 
would say ninety-nine percent.  And I’m just praying for that one 
percent to be experienced in this life.  The stories of his dareness, 
completely life and death he didn’t care. The truth was there, life risk, 
so what.  He taught many students and he did teach, he did pass on 
‘true knowledge’ to many students and they also demonstrated to the 
creation siddhic powers, they were siddhas.   
 
Swami:  What do you mean siddhas?   
 
Clint: The Divine Soul in the body having influence through the 
elements to create what looks like miracles, it is miracles.  Changing 
the creation with the combination of God’s will and their sankalpam. 
The negative points in the West, spirituality is seen in a very naïve 
and innocent way, like the Mother is seen purely as all beautiful and 
divine.  Mother nature, the negative aspects of Her are pushed away 
and not called God, called the devil, it’s called negativity.  But the 
siddhas have merged or grown some clarity of the Mother’s channels 
and so that means they know what we call good and bad.  They know 
there’s no difference, it’s all part of the creation. Everything that is 
born which is beautiful dies, which is ugly and so there’s not really 
beauty or death – both are illusions.  So associating with Jesus and the 
truth of his life and then understanding through his sadhana, eludes 
things which are sometimes seen as dark in the West, will be seen like 
a lot of people in the West as negative.  And there will be a lot of 
reaction against that, denial, rejection and also demonization, making 
bad the messenger. 
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Swami:  Is doing miracles bad or good?   
 
Clint:  Miracles are purely divine, purely good.   
 
Swami:  Why the Bible now says it’s the devil.  Is it true?  
 
Philip:  No.   
 
Swami:  Whoever does the miracles using the Jesus’ name is the 
devil?  No?   
 
Philip: No.  Book of Corinthians gives miracles that the followers of 
Jesus are suppose to be able to do.  Another part saying the anti-
Christ will come to do miracles in the future. 
 
Swami:  That’s what I’m talking about.   
 
Philip:  But followers of Jesus are supposed to be able to do miracles 
too.   
 
Swami talking to Jennifer:  Can you choose nine people?  Stand up 
Imke, Arlene, Veemala, Marcie, Lothar, Martin, Clint, new guy, 
Jennifer.  You guys try to cut the big branch of the wood, make a 
cross.  Make it within two days - I need to get it done.  Then we’ll see 
this nine people how you’ll do it, certain things miracles. Nobody 
should touch it. Yourself, you have to cut it, don’t take anybody’s 
help.  Do you understand?  Whatever you want to make it bleed from 
that, don’t tell to me, don’t tell to anybody, just I give the mechansim.  
Wherever you want to put that cross, put it there, do the process five, 
six hours then show the results to everybody. Whenever the stars 
starts to blooming you need to start to cut the wood.  The wood needs 
to be very super smooth, minimum thick as the step posts.  Done, you 
understand?  Any questions? 
 
Imke:  Can I repeat the points again?   No one else should touch it.   
 
Swami:  Yes.   
 
Imke:  No one else should help.  
 
Swami:  Yes.   
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Imke:  We shouldn’t tell you what fluid should come.  
 
Swami:  Yes.  
 
Imke:  The wood should be super smooth.    
 
Swami:  Menses women no problem, don’t worry, within two days 
needs to be done.   
 
Martin:  Can you use iron nails? 
 
Swami:  Do whatever you like it.   
 
Imke:   What do we do afterwards?   
 
Swami:  After everybody prayed certain things, then I’ll tell what to 
do it, then later my business. Beginning is your business. Before 
starting the Jesus Channels, let us invite him. It’s the Jesus Channels 
isn’t it?  Let’s invite him.  
 
Lothar:  You want us to begin after this talk? 
 
Swami:  In two, three hours you have to choose, you have to go and 
run, there’s four strong guys, just go and cut it the wood.  Go all the 
way southeast. There’s a lot of trees, but don’t cut my wood, my 
favorite tree.   
 
Ganesh:  Your Vaastu would be better Swami. 
 
Swami:  That’s so sweet, it’s perfectly good. It’s not in the northeast.  
Any questions? 
 
Imke:  Do we need any special… with that mantra?    
 
Swami:  I will teach after you do it, I’ll teach the mechanism how to 
do it.   
 
Myuri:  How big? 
 
Swami:  Make your height (Lothar).  Whatever you want to make it 
bleed, don’t tell to anybody - don’t even tell to each others.   
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Imke:  We shouldn’t even share that with each person in the group?   
 
Swami:  Certain things, the mechanism, once you’re digesting the 
energy in you it’s not advisable.  Your personal mantra, your own 
channels is different. 
 
Imke:  But I’m relating to the fluids, we shouldn’t talk together? 
 
Swami: Whatever you want to make it bleed, make it bleed.  
Whatever she wants to make it, bleed it, let it bleed it doesn’t matter.  
I told you we are in the water, we are in the water.  Maybe somebody 
will get panic. He’s a new guy. He’ll get panic, get nervous and run 
away -  you should not. 
 
New guy:  Since I don’t know what we’re doing, I’m not afraid.   
 
Swami:  He has no any expression just he’s standing.  Somebody can 
explain him later.  No fall down, just strongly stand, do it.  Ok?  Have 
a seat. Ok, first have your notes.  Does anybody know about Parakaya 
Pravesh, the mantra and the channeling? You know the Parakaya 
Pravesh, it gives little bad way to the Western minds I heard before, 
but it’s a kind of soul travelling and you can get into wherever you 
want to, the soul. So the Parakaya Pravesh I’m giving one of the first 
channel.  Take the mantra: 
 
Parakaya Pravesh 

 
Om adithiaiya 
Guru guru 
Maha guru 
Paramaguru 
Shakti guru 
Avaha 
Hum Hum Hum 
Teja shakti 
Raksha raksha rakshamam 

 
10,008 x 9 times, needs to be start by Full Moon or New Moon.  But 
you should not forget Hum Hum Hum, the Bijakshra.  Around by 
Shiva Ratri time, I really want to make some people to soul travel.   
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Vimukti Yoga 
 

Om Bramha rupa 
Shakti puthra 
Maha rudra 
Kala rudra 
Bramha rudra 
Kala Bhairavaa 
Mama Mama Yogam    (2 times mama must) 
Hessraim Tessraim Hassraim (very tricky powerful Bijakshras) 
Mula mantra 
Raksha raksha rakshamam 
 

You can create any place as a power spot, and any stuck soul you can 
release it.  This is one of the key point of the miracles’ beginning.  It’s 
a Kala Bhairava is a top, top, top character it’s almost a kind of the 
Beytala.  It’s a very, very special prayer. 
 
10,008 x 108 times - any day can start.  I’ll show you in the manuscript 
in a couple of days this mantra. The second one I recommend 
everybody starting today.  And this is very super important key point 
to handle the Shiva.  This mantra, whenever you connected the Shiva 
and it’s also it’s possible to handle any type of the poisons in the 
planet.  And I really want to explain after the cross done it then again 
go through all the mantras and different categories - the channels and 
each mantra has little type of small yantras.  Directly I want to give 
the manuscript book, or just me to draw it the Eighteen Channels.  To 
each channel they gave the different, different names, like nicknames.  
So I have to also explain that too.  So in the future nobody will misuse 
this information, the knowledge. And these nine guys I have to give 
the third channel, they really can do within three, four hours. They 
already did the pretty big charging enough and I need to make them 
charge like matter five, ten minutes, then done, they’ll do it.  Do you 
understand?  Any questions here?   
 
Christine Selb:  Do we stop all the other processes except for this? 
 
Swami:  If you have the time you can do it, no problem. You can do 
that.  Next coming things is all coming the Bhairavi Yogas, so step-by- 
step it comes the hot.  Step-by-step it comes the hot for few more 
channels.  Then it goes to the… Depends on how much you really do 
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hard work you can complete by Guru Purnima.  This is number target 
period this much count it you need to chant in you.  But some times if 
you do like 5,000 times, then your soul will hold pretty big charge 
enough.  You know what I’m saying?  If you’re sleeping near Baba, 
Jesus - big power spot, done, takes cares it. Understanding the 
mechanism, one step, using it in a proper way, that’s the second step, 
after using it, to coming back the reaction how to handle that, that’s 
another big step. If you can’t handle it back then you’re a little shaky.  
That’s super important. Do you understand Diana F., Khandana Yoga 
mechanism, the formula?   
 
Diana F.:  Yes.   
 
Swami:  You can do it whenever you want to feel comfortable.  Come 
to me just pull like four, five people, you demonstrate in front of 
them, done, to your group.  Do it.  She got success on it.  With the 
same knife Kotaro it took like forty-five minutes to cut it.  She cut it 
within fifty seconds almost.  I’m serious.  Certain illusions will play.  
If you’re under fear, you cannot win it.  Doesn’t matter, you have the 
great channels in you.  If you got funk, and you got fear, chappati - 
you’re a chappati.  Good.  I want to say go and take rest and I want to 
meet with those nine people some more instructions.  Little details I 
have to give to them and also I recommend to Monika, somebody to 
teach more the information about the Concord, the Paramashiva 
Yoga, more details.  Monika are you comfortable?  
 
Monika L.:  Swami, we have a deadline to get the book ready 
tomorrow.  Can it wait for a day? 
 
Swami:  Ok, have a fun today - tomorrow we’ll see. 
 
Imke:  Is this cross process the JC Channels? 
 
Swami:  Yes it’s the Jesus Channels.   
 
Ramakrishna:  Do we have intention for chanting the mantras? 
 
Swami:  No, no.  Let’s wait until I give the mechanisms, all yantras 
and mechanisms. Let you see the manuscripts. First get 
understanding.  Try to know fundamentals, what is Paramashiva 
Yoga, what is Concord, why Swami taught certain things inside of it.  
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You know what I’m saying?  Then pretty big it gives kind of base to 
you guys to come up.  Ok?  Have a good day. 
 

End of Talk 
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